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This is an initiative to bring zeal among the survivors to live their life to the fullest.

Cytecare cancer hospital recently launched an initiative called “Saahasa” for the cancer survivors to celebrate and recreate 
their life after Cancer treatment. This is an initiative to bring zeal among the survivors to live their life to the fullest. Dr.Ferzaan 
Engineer Co-founder & Chairman and Suresh Ramu, CEO and Co-Founder, Cytecare Cancer Hospital inaugurated the 
program. The event witnessed good participation of cancer survivors, patients, and doctors. Girish Gowda, National 
Kickboxing Campaign and Shirley, an artist were also part of the event.

The program had a detailed talk session on ‘Life after Cancer Treatment’ by Dr. Anthony Pais, Senior Consultant Oncoplastic 
Breast Surgery, Cytecare.  Dr. Pais explained the importance of life after treatment.  Many patients lose confidence after 
treatment and they get lost in the trauma of recovering. People need to be aware and take conscious efforts to maintain their 
physical and mental health.  Survivors are the real heroes. They fought within to conquer the disease. They are the best 
brand ambassadors for building hope among the cancer patients.

Speaking at the inauguration Suresh Ramu  CEO and Co-founder, Cytecare said, “We are glad to announce “Saahasa” 
an initiative to unite the survivors under one roof. This community of survivors brings a beacon of hope to other patients who 
are battling for life.  We are happy to see survivors enlightening other patients by sharing their journey. The need of the hour 
is to spread positivity that there is life after cancer treatment.  It is possible to live a fruitful life after treatment”

As part of the program, Girish Gowda,  National Kickboxing Champion was demonstrating a training session for the patients 
and survivors on self-defense. It gives immense confidence to the people to face the world with courage and happiness. 
Winning the fight within helps to bring back the positivity. Shirley, an artist conducted, “Beauty and Wellness session” for the 
patients and survivors.  We are now helping patients to feel their inner beauty and stay positive. It is an important day to 
celebrate their win against the disease and spread the message  ‘after treatment there is new life to live’.
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